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In ___________, __________.20____

Author (-s),

______________________________ (name, surname)

testifies (-y) that ”________________________________________“, (hereinafter in the text – Paper) that has been submitted for publishing at Polonia University presented for the periodical publication Scientific Journal of Polonia University (ISSN 2543-8204 (Online), ISSN 1895-9911 (Print)), is an original author’s (-s’) paper.

The author (-s) testifies (-y) that:

- The Paper has been written by the Author(-s) who has (have) been indicated in the Paper and in this statement. There is no any other person who would have any rights to this Paper.
- The Paper is original; it has not been previously published; is not under simultaneous consideration by another journal or proceedings.
- The Paper will not later be submitted elsewhere.
- There are references for the pictures, data and other materials used in the Paper.
- The results of the Paper are genuine; they do not infringe on the original work of another person or organisation. The Author (-s) have taken all the necessary measures to ensure the requirements of the sponsors’ who finance the Paper.
- The Author (-s) take (-s) the responsibility for the correctness of the data in the authorship statement according to the binding normative acts.
- The Author (-s) take (-s) the sole responsibility related to the third parties’ objections and demands concerning the publishing or using the Paper.
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